Veteran Dogs

1st 91 AM CAN CH GLENAMADDA STARKEEPER ARMAGH. HP21387802. 01/25/06. breeder: Susan Prokopenko & Jocelyne Gagne. By Starkeeper Kellamore Connor - CH Calorien Glenamadda Arabella. owner: Ben Carter and Susan Prokopenko & Jocelyne Gagne.


- 97 ROCKHART NIKOLAI, JC. HP31279901. Moved to Open Dog

Veteran Bitches


4th 136 CH MYTHIC'S MORRIGAN A KINDRED, JC. HP26028307. 06/06/07. breeder: Anne Linden & Donna DiStefano. By CH Bailebrae Stampete To O'Lugh - CH Kindred's Mythic Lady Anu. owner: Anne Linden.


2nd 140 TALIESIN'S WYLD RUM RUNNER. HP26960203. 07/30/07. breeder: Donna and David Smith. By CH Pitlochry's Quintus – Wolf Tone Bonne Louise. owner: Donna and David Smith.

1st 142 TALIESIN'S WYVER WILNET. HP26960202. 07/30/07. breeder: Donna and David Smith. By CH Pitlochry's Quintus – Wolf Tone Bonne Louise. owner: Donna and David Smith.

Field Trial Dogs

Abs 123 CH EIRIAN'S ALL JAZZED UP, RN, SC, JOR, CGC. HP41279807. 08/02/11. breeder: R. & C. Coen & M.E. Shriver. By DC Eirian's Cool Jazz Running, RN, SC, CGC, VC - Eirians All That Jazz, SC. owner: Robin Coen and Mary Ellen Shriver.

1st 125 AM CAN CH STARKEEPER GLENAMADDA FYRENZE OF GRYFFINDOR, CAN FCH, SC. HP36849702. 02/01/10. breeder: P. Murkland & J. Gagne. By CH Taryn Tate Of Limerick, SC - CH Glenamadda Starkeeper Verity. owner: Jocelyne Gagne.

Field Trial Bitches